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Paige Spears was on her way to a job interview when she first met Diane Hunt. The two of them

made friendly conversation while waiting for their breakfast, and Diane ended up asking Paige to

come work for her for the summer. Paige was reluctant about beginning her corporate career

anyway, so she jumped at Diane's offer.As luck would have it, her first assignment was to spend a

week in Myrtle Beach with Diane and her family. Paige quickly found herself in a car with a woman

she'd just met, headed to a place she'd never been, and about to be on a vacation with people she

didn't know.She thought she'd make the best of it and enjoy one last summer adventure before

joining the real world. She had no idea this trip would change her life forever.
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I have to admit this is the first book I have read by this author. I must also admit it will not be the last.

I am a fan of Belle Calhoun as well and Brooke St James is in the same category with me as Belle

Calhoun. I REALLY appreciate clean romance novels and I would like to thank Brooke for being



another clean author. I will add her to my favorite list of clean authors!

I'm a huge fan of Brooke St. James and this one just got added to my list of favorites from her.

When Lightning Strikes, Finally My Forever, and now Meet Me in Myrtle Beach are my favorites by

far. I can't wait to read it again. Paige is so far my favorite character out of all the books. Too bad

she isn't real...I'd love to meet her! I hope book 2 is just as great! Thanks for writing clean, Christian

stories for us romantics out there. I appreciate it more than I can express!

Who knew that breakfast with a sweet grandmother and stranger could change Paige's life? After

agreeing to work for her she finds herself swept up in a most unusual job--enjoy two weeks at Myrtle

Beach with all the family as well. Paige fits in right away and discovers more there than just

friendship--loved the plot and conversations. Clean and yet warm and wonderful--loved it!

This is a very good read. I'm so glad that I got it. It is fast paced book in that it is supposed to all, but

the epilogue, to have happened in just a week. It's funny with a little serious place here and there. I

do recommend this book for a fun and quick read. Brooke St. James seems to had some fun writing

this book and it shows.

As soon as you meet the principle players, you can guess how this will end. Nevertheless, it is fun to

root for them as they go through their discovery of each other. That takes two continents and even

the danger of separation before your first guess comes true!

I love this book. Such an idyllic setting and stunning characters.To be honest,I've read the entire

series~twice. Somehow,I failed to write a review~ but if reading it several times tells you anything~

there you have it! I never just write a short edition of any books I read. I dislike spoilers. Just know

that if you want a light,lovely romance novel,this is it! Enjoyâ•£

I love these books. I am starting the 4th book in the series and with each book I could hardly wait to

start the next one. The characters are well developed and the stories are fun. This is a great read.

I have now finished the whole series.I felt part of the family.Even though I did not read them in

order,it did not take away from the enjoyment. I would enjoy reading more about the characters and

their development after Marie.
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